Announcing EAA's first Online Conference
May 16, 2012
11 am to 4:45 pm (Eastern)
EAA is proud to host this innovative online event, which will bring together practitioners of all sorts who work together to
support children with hearing loss and their families. If you are an audiologist, auditory-verbal therapist, parent of a child
with hearing loss, physician, speech-language pathologist, teacher of the deaf and hard of hearing, or any other type of
practitioner that works with children who have hearing loss, then this conference may be of interest to you.
A group of six audiologists and researchers explore collaborative challenges, real life experiences, research evidence,
and strategies. We envision this day as an opportunity to highlight the successes of our work and to provoke critical
conversations about how we can keep improving to support the children we care for. Although the professionals involved
in supporting these children exist in scattered networks and in difficult economic times, this day promises to connect us
all, virtually, in a live event to inspire a collective optimistic move forward into the future.
Tentative Program Agenda *
11AM: Gap? What Gap? Collaborative Challenges in
Children’s Hearing Care ~ Conference Moderator, Stella Ng
11:15AM: Estimating Children’s Communication and Access Challenges
in the Fast-Paced Classroom, Karen Anderson
12:15PM: Few Children Are “The Average:” What can we learn from
single-subject designs? ~ Danielle Glista
1:15PM: Contextualizing Practice: A School-Age Listening Landscape ~ Jeff Crukley
2:15PM: Conversations with My Audiologist ~ Dave Gordey
3:15PM: Transitions, Control, and Our Role ~ Christine Meston
4:00PM: Wrap-up: 3 Tangible Strategies for Improved Collaboration ~ Stella Ng
*All times listed are Eastern Daylight Time; sessions will include a 10 minute Q & A with audience participation; for
more detailed program information click here. EAA will be submitting for .5 CEUs from AAA and ASHA for this
online conference.
Registration Options:
Individual Registration $89: Individuals who are members or non-members who will view the webinar independently, CEU’s will be
obtained automatically.
Group Site Registration $200: 2 or more Individuals (members or non-members) organized by a designated site coordinator who will
view the conference collectively, CEU’s will be obtained through a separate process managed by site coordinator. CEUs for Group Site
attendees 3 and up will be a $15 CEU per person fee. Group Site Registrant will be contacted and responsible for gathering all
necessary CEU info and payments.

Register at now at: http://www.edaud.org/cde.cfm?event=380378
The 2012 EAA Online Conference is Sponsored By

